
Greetings, 

  

Please find attached traffic results for November, with a synopsis below by FACC Chair Brian 

Hollingshead.  Route 20, Chemainus-Thetis-Penelakut fared no better than the rest of the system 

with vehicle traffic down 7.03% for the month and off 1.11% on a year to date basis.  Passengers 

were also down 3.17% for the month resulting in a negative year to date 3.29%. 

  

Another reminder that there will be no dangerous cargo runs (in other words passengers are 

permitted) on Christmas day and on New Years day.  This from the BC Ferries website: Starting 

January 1, 2015, Dangerous Cargo sailings (no passengers) will be offered: 

• the 2nd and 4th Thursday of each month 

• all Thursdays during July and August 

  

If you have any questions, please call. 

  

Best wishes for a Merry Christmas and Happy New Year to all. 

  

Keith Rush Route 20 FAC 

keithrush17@gmail.com 

Ph: 250-416-0013 

Cell: 250-732-2766 

  

 

 
Subject: Nov 2014 traffic update 

Hi all  

 

Traffic results for November, pretty much predictable.  BCF traffic numbers and the inevitable 

graphs are attached.  

 

System traffic for the month down 0.29% for passengers, 0.33% for vehicles.  Major routes 

slightly positive.  Minor routes down significantly.  Northern routes, passengers down, vehicles 

up (no obvious explanation).  Graphs 1 and 2. 

 

The longer look for Nov, graph 3, shows the downward trend of previous months appearing in 

Nov.   Not jumping off the cliff, but continuing downward from the bump in 2012. 

 

Graph 4 suggests no big changes anticipated through Dec and Jan, provided the weather doesn’t 

spring any eye-popping surprises on us.  

 

The northern routes traffic, graph 5,  is perhaps best described as a rock and roll pattern on a 

slow decline.  While routes 10 and 11 are combined for reporting purposes, they are very distinct 

in nature, with traffic often moving in opposite directions (one increasing, the other 

decreasing).  Caution is the operative word in drawing conclusions based on combined ‘northern 

routes’ traffic data. 
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The YTD vehicle traffic changes by route, graph 9, are much the same as last month, reinforcing 

the point that some of the most substantial and sustained traffic losses have occurred and 

continue to occur on the routes that suffered the more painful cuts, despite warnings of the 

probable outcome.  Specifically, Rte 26, Skidegate to Alliford Bay in Haida Gwaii, Rtes 10 + 40 

(Port Hardy to Central Coast and Prince Rupert), Rte 18 (Texada to Powell River), Rte 19 

(Gabriola to Nanaimo) are the four worst hit.  While operating expenses may have been reduced 

on these routes as a result of the service cuts, it is highly likely that the revenue losses have far 

exceeded the savings.  There are some routes where no amount of fiddling with the schedules 

can stretch the reduced service to meet the needs of the communities.  The measure of lost traffic 

on the central coast where rte 40 was abruptly eliminated, and the impact on the community, has 

been well documented. 

 

Rte 9 (Tsa to SGI/SSI) is the anomaly this month, showing about a 100% traffic increase over 

last Nov.  Nothing to do with this Nov.  Last Nov, the Q/Nanaimo was out of service and the 

route effectively shut down for most of the month, following the vessel's unfortunate dalliance 

with Mayne Island.  50% traffic loss last Nov.  Recovery of that lost traffic, a 100% traffic 

increase this Nov.  As a result, the rte 9 YTD increase shown on graph 9 is artificially inflated.  

 

Graph 6, the ongoing saga of rte 30 and rte 2 . . . is Nanaimo traffic migrating from Horseshoe 

Bay to Tsawwassen?  Possibly, but the evidence doesn’t lead to any real conclusion.  The 

numbers are too small to be significant, and there is no clear causal connection. 

 

Graphs 7 and 8, the bigger picture, need to be kept in focus, while looking at the micro results 

along the way.  No changes are anticipated for the coming year with the 3.9% fare hike.  PT4 . . . 

who knows!  The Insights West opinion poll, reported in the Dec 16 Business in Vancouver, 

assessing the government’s performance, showed their management of ‘ferries’ rated 11% 

‘good’, 77% ‘bad’, with 12% ‘undecided’.  The worst of all the measurements.  Perhaps Victoria 

will take note.  Or not.  Premier says no more fare increases.  Minister says no more money.   

 

Forecast?  Staying with traffic losses between half a percent and one percent for year end.  Same 

for next year. 

 

Hope you all have a fine Christmas break, and can put ferries on the back burner somewhere 

beyond the turkey soup for a little while. 

 

Brian 


